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Stably Free and Not Free Rings
of Integers
Jean Cougnard

Let N /Q be a tame Galois extension of number fields with finite
degree [N : Q] and Galois group G. One knows by the normal basis
theorem that N is a free rank one Q[G]-module. It is natural to look
at the structure of the ring of integers ON as a Z[G]-module. The first
known result is Hilbert's theorem which asserts that If G is abelian and
the discriminant of N /Q is prime to [N : Q] then ON has a normal
integral basis ([Hi] satz 132); that is to say, there exists an algebraic
integer a E N such that ON has a basis made of the set {g( a) I g E G}.
The following result is E. Nrnther's theorem which asserts that ON is
Z[G]-projective if and only if N /Q is a tame extension; in fact Nrnther's
result shows that ON is locally-free: for all prime p the extended module
Zv®zON is Zp[G]-free with rank one. We can associate to ON its image
(ON] in the projective class group Cl(Z(G]) of Z(G]-modules; from now
on, all the extensions will be tame. In 1968, J. Martinet proved that if
G is a dihedral group of order 2p, pan odd prime then ON is Z(G]-free.
A few years after, in the case where G = H 8 (the quaternionic group of
order 8), he was able to describe Cl(Z(G]) ~ { ±1} and to give a criterion
for ON free or not. Moreover, he produced rings of integers Z(G]-free
and not free ((Ma2]). Almost in the same time, Armitage gave examples
of £-functions of quaternionic fields with a zero at s = ½ ((Al).
Knowing the two results J-P. Serre did computations in (S] on examples and was surprised to see that the constant of the functional
equation of the Artin £-series for the irreducible degree two character of
Gal(N/Q) was 1 whenever ON was free and -1 in the other cases. This
was proved to be a theorem by A. Frohlich (Fl].
The following years A. Frohlich proposed a nice conjecture finally
established by M.J. Taylor (T]. We give a few notations before we state
this theorem.
The first step was a description of the projective classgroup as a
quotient of a group of equivariant maps from Ra (the group of characters
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of the Galois group) to the ideles group of a sufficiently large field E.
One can represent ON in this group using a Q[G] basis of N and the
Zp[G]-basis of Zp ®z ON. On the other hand one can construct a map
from Ra to Eby sending symplectic irreducible characters to W(x) (the
constant in the functional equation L( s, x, N /Q)) and the others on +1.
The image UN /IQ of this map in Cl(Z[ G]) is the Cassou-Nogues Frohlich
invariant (see [F2] for more details).
Theorem. If N /Q is a tame Galois extension with Galois group
G, we have in Cl(Z[G])

This result has a lot of consequences. As symplectic characters are
real we have W(x) = ±1 and so UN/Q is of order 2.
Corollary. If N /Q is a tame Galois extension with Galois group
G, we have an isomorphism ofZ[G]-modules: ON EBON ~ Z[G] EBZ[G].

When the class of a projective Z[G]-module M is O in Cl(Z[G]) we
can only say that M EB Z[G] ~ Z[G] EB Z[G]; one says, in this case, that
Mis stably free. Unfortunately it is not always possible to cancel and to
have M ~ Z[G] as was shown by R.G. Swan [Swl]. Jacobinski has given
sufficient conditions to allow cancellation: If G has no binary polyhedral
quotient and [M] = 0 then M ~ Z[G]. From this, we can deduce
Corollary. If N/Q is a tame Galois extension whose Galois group
G has no binary polyhedral quotient and if W (x) = +1 for all the irreducible symplectic characters, we have an isomorphism of Z[G]-modules:
ON ~ Z[G], that is to say, ON possesses a normal integral basis.

Let Isom 1(Z[ G]) be the set of isomorphism classes of rank one projective Z[G]-modules; we have the map cp which send each (M) of
Isom1(Z[G]) to cp((M)) = [M] in Cl(Z[G]). We can ask the following
question: can we represent each element in cp- 1(0) by a ring of integers?
In [SW2], R.G. Swan has extensively studied cancellation for binary
polyhedral groups. Among the numerous computations (made thanks
to Pari [Pl) we quote that for the product G = H 8 x C 2 of a quaternionic
group of order 8 by a cyclic group of order 2 the set Isom 1(Z[G]) has
40 elements and Cl(Z[G]) ~ Z/4Z x Z/2Z x Z/2Z; in this case cp- 1(0)
has four elements (note sixteen is the smallest order for which exists a
group where stably free doesn't imply free). We can prove
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Theorem [C]. If G = Hs x C2, each of the four classes of rank
one stably free Z[G]-modules can be represented infinitely many times by
a ring of integers.

The ingredients to prove this results are the followings: The Witt's
criterion to embed a biquadratic bicyclic extension in a quaternionic
one, and Martinet's criterion to decide if the quaternionic extensions
have or not a normal integral basis; Witt's construction of quaternionic
extensions linked with Martinet's criterion allows us to construct normal
integral basis of quaternionic extensions when they exist. lt is then
possible to use Swan's computations to decide what the class of ON is
in Isom 1 (Z[G]). We refer to [C] for the details.
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